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3. HEALTH CARE OPTIONS IN FARABAKO

To understand the choices made in household therapy management, it is neces-
sary to understand which health care options are available. In Farabako, the 
health care context is medical pluralism. This chapter gives an overview of the 
various medical experts who practice in Farabako. I describe how the medical 
experts are positioned in the village, their methods of diagnosis and treatment, 
and how they acquired their knowledge. While the local medical experts are 
rooted in their respective healing traditions, biomedical health care is relatively 
new in Farabako.

: The power of words
Every extended household in Farabako has elder women ( ) with 
special knowledge of medicinal plants. As explained earlier, 22

are the elder women of the village who attend births and treat young children. 

22 I use the term  (singular  rather than ‘traditional birth attendant’ 
(TBA). For me, the term TBA has a negative connotation; in medical anthropological literature 
TBA’s are sometimes portrayed as being unskilled. I found the  to be skilled health 
care workers. The term ‘traditional’ is also problematic here in that the body of knowledge of these 
older women is not fixed, but ever changing in these ‘modern’ times. I do use the term ‘traditional 
medicine’ to mean indigenous remedies as distinct from ‘modern medicine’ by which I mean bio-
medical drugs bought in a pharmacy or on the street from drug sellers.

From left to right: Fanta Kante Nasira Fofana, Maimuna Konate, Fanta Keita, 
Kanku Kante, Kinyèba Fofana, Jeneba Kamara, Baraka Kante and Nandabi 
Danyògò,  of Farabako
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 have personal secret knowledge (dalilu)23 of the incantations 
(kilisiw) necessary to prepare certain traditional medicines. If a woman is to 
become a , she must be post-menopausal and her mother must be 
deceased. Knowledge of pregnancy and birth is thought to be dangerous; it can 
cause a miscarriage or premature birth, and for this reason only post-menopau-
sal women have this knowledge.

When I told Kinyèba Keita and Jeneba Kamara, two highly esteemed 
, that I was interested in learning about the incantations they used 

during deliveries, they agreed to an interview. When I arrived, it was made 
clear to me that knowledge is only passed down from one individual to the next 
in private; sharing knowledge is a one-on-one activity. Thus, Kinyèba left me 
alone with Jeneba in her hut. Jeneba wanted 2,000 FCFA (approximately 3 
euros) for her personal secret knowledge (dalilu), because she had paid when 
she had acquired it from another  I had a private interview with 
Kinyèba on another day and she gave me other kilisiw (incantations) for free. 
No two kilisiw that I heard from various  during my stay were the 
same.

When I asked Abdulaye Traore who the most powerful  in the 
village was, he immediately said: ‘Baraka Kante, because she has a lot of gris-
gris and her grandmother used to be able to transform herself into a panther’. 
Baraka was in her seventies and as a she has helped many women 
during their deliveries. Baraka is a Kante, the family most renowned for tradi-
tional healing in Farabako. The next section is a compilation of several infor-
mal talks I had with Baraka in her hut during stiflingly hot afternoons and 
evenings.

Baraka had heard that I was interested in the incantations (kilisiw) that the 
 use to help women during labour. She wanted to give me kilisiw,

but first she sent the six young women away who had been sitting in front of 
her hut, as it could be dangerous for them if they happened to be pregnant at 
the time. Hearing incantations can cause a miscarriage. Baraka, like the other 

, believes that incantations are beneficial for an easy delivery; 
they speed up labour. Incantations are only used when labour has already 
started; they are not used to induce labour. The incantations are said, or rather 
spit, into water. The saliva is the medium through which the words enter the 
water. This practice is called jimakuma (‘talking with water’). The woman in 
labour must drink this water after which the incantations will be repeated by 
the three times over her back and three times over her abdomen.24

23 In Mande there are various categories of secret knowledge: public secrets that are shameful 
to say out loud (gundo) and secrets that are personal possessions (dalilu) (personal communication 
Jan Jansen).

24 To have an easy delivery is spoken of as ‘delivering like a dog’.
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Incantations to speed up a delivery
Tu bisimilayi Greetings to the fetish
Wulu dogo Hide the dog

a-mina-a
Hide those who hunt with the dog, those who 
have caught him

Bila, a mina, a bila Release, catch him, release him
Tu bisimilayi Greetings to the fetish 
Wulu bilali The letting free of the dog 
Wulu bilali The letting free of the dog

Incantations always begin with tu bisimilayi, a greeting to the fetish; in the case 
of incantations, saliva is the fetish as it is the medium through which the words 
enter the body. But Baraka says that this is different from asking something of 
a fetish (power object, basi); if you start the incantation without greeting the 
fetish it will still work. ‘It is the power of the words, not the power of the fetish 
that makes it work’.25 There are special incantations to stop premature labour, 
to alleviate abdominal pain and to deliver twins.

Baraka also uses incantations when she makes a cotton cord (tafo) that 
some pregnant women wear around their abdomen to protect against prema-
ture labour. She takes a cotton cord and measures the woman’s abdomen; she 
then makes knots in the cord. Baraka says incantations over each knot in the 
cord and the same incantations are said over water that the woman must drink:

Incantations used in making a tafo:
Tu bisimilayi Greetings to the fetish
Ni lafiu ma wuli If the black of night does not dissipate

The bird should not take flight 
The bird should not take flight 

Ni tilen ma wuli If the sun has not risen
The bird should not take flight
The bird should not take flight

Baraka then lays the cord on the ground and the woman picks it up and ties it 
around her waist. She does not hand the tafo to the woman directly because this 
could cause Baraka to have abdominal pains herself. During labour, shortly 
before the baby is born, the tafo is cut and another set of incantations are said.

When Baraka’s (classificatory) daughter Fadima went into labour, Baraka 
called me to come and help deliver the baby. This was an honour and I went to 

25 See Traoré (2000) for an in depth study of the prestige that the Maninka attribute to the 
spoken word.
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her hut immediately. Fadima had recently come back to the village to deliver 
the baby at her mother’s compound. She had not come for any prenatal check-
ups. In between the contractions I tried to find out more about Fadima. This 
was her second pregnancy; her first child had died when he was one year old. 
When I asked her how many months pregnant she was; she said ‘I forgot’. She 
wanted to deliver in the maternity clinic, so the three of us walked there. Before 
leaving, Baraka took her sinsin fetish off the wall and laid it on the ground to 
enable her daughter to deliver. When we arrived at the clinic, I asked Baraka to 
stay and help. By then the two midwives, Jeneba Kante and Kamisajè Kulibali 
had also arrived. The first stage of labour took a very long time and all through 
the night the midwives, two  and I all took turns rubbing Fadima’s 
back and comforting her. At the beginning of Fadima’s labour, Baraka prepared 
jimakuma (literally ‘speech water’) by saying these incantations (kilisiw) three 
times over a cup of water:

Baraka Kante 
with her sinsin

power object
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Incantations for jimakuma:
Tu bisimilayi Greetings to the fetish

The old man has let the dirt (sperm) enter
The old woman has let the dirt exit

The water had been pulled out of a well in a calabash, swiftly in one go. Drink-
ing this water is said to speed up delivery. Fadima had to drink all the water at 
once, after which Baraka said the same incantations directly onto Fadima’s 
belly three times, and then on her back three times. Next, Baraka tapped sev-
eral times on the floor where during a home birth the child would have been 
born.26 Together with the midwives, I examined Fadima and listened to the 
baby’s heartbeat. Fadima was in a lot of pain and cried out like a child who 
needed to be consoled. While Fadima was on her hands and knees, one mid-
wife took her head in her lap while the other midwife rubbed her back. After 
several hours, Baraka asked Fadima if she had been unfaithful to her husband. 
Adultery is a possible cause of protracted labour; only after the woman has 
confessed can the baby be born.27 Fadima said that she had not been unfaithful. 
After a few more hours, Baraka and I simultaneously found that the labour was 
taking too long and something needed to be done. I gave Fadima a painkiller to 
relax her a bit, and Baraka gave her traditional medicine (surumugu, ‘suru 
poweder’) to speed up the contractions. Baraka did not tell Fadima what the 
medicine was for and Fadima did not ask. One or both of the treatments seem 
to have helped, because an hour later a healthy baby boy was born. The first 
thing Fadima asked was, ‘is it dead?’

 are also specialized in the treatment of babies and young 
children. According to Baraka, there are special incantations to protect a baby 
once it is born. The  prepare the leaves from a  tree with 
incantations to wash the baby with for protection from ‘ ’. I was told that 

 is a serious illness and many babies die of it; there are evil people who can 
transform themselves into birds that fly at night and eat children. The symp-
toms of  are convulsions and eye rolling.  was described to me, by the 

, as an illness with symptoms similar to those of the biomedical 
illness categories of cerebral malaria and other severe infections such as teta-

26 Similarly, Allen (2002: 202) describes how a traditional birth attendant (TBA) in West 
Central Tanzania prepared an herbal tea drink in a case of protracted labour. The woman in labour 
drank from a cup held by the TBA, the TBA then let go of the cup and the cup tumbled down the 
length of the pregnant belly to the floor. The TBA picked it up and tapped it three times on each 
side of the belly, held it up once more to the woman’s breastbone and let it fall again onto the floor. 
Symbolizing how the baby should be born—straight out of the womb without any problems.

27 In West Central Tanzania the term usangalija is used to denote protracted labour due to a 
‘mixing of men’ (adultery during pregnancy). One of the symptoms of this condition is that the 
baby moves up the birth canal instead of down during labour. Traditional medicine and confession 
are the cure (Allen 2002).
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nus.28 Babies must drink the plant mixture and be washed in it; baby girls must 
be washed four times, baby boys three times. The  also massage 
the baby while saying the incantations, they continue this until the baby uri-
nates or defecates; at that point the illness is thought to have left the body.

: With the help of the fetish
In the Kante family, men with expert medical knowledge are called somaw.
They use power objects, (basiw), sand divination and their extensive knowl-
edge of the medicinal properties of plants to diagnose and treat illness.29 In the 
Keita family, some of the older generation of men who have medicinal knowl-
edge call themselves hunters ( ).30 The  have knowledge of the 
supernatural and the magical, similar to the somaw. The  and the somaw
often perform together.

Musa Kante is a highly esteemed soma and the son of the famous soma
Farabako Jigin. When a patient comes to Musa, he asks about the complaint 
and its duration. He usually does not perform a physical examination, and 
never performs one if the patient is a woman. If it is not a serious illness, Musa 
gives the patient traditional medicine. For serious illness, Musa first goes into 
the bush where there is a secret basi that only initiates may see. He throws two 
halves of a kola nut in front of the basi; if they both fall ‘open’ or if they both 
fall ‘closed’ it means that he can treat the patient. If one falls open and the other 
closed (during three throws) this means that Musa cannot cure this patient and 
he will send him to a healer in another village. He determines who is the best 
healer by asking the basi. If the basi agrees that Musa can treat the patient, a 
sand divination follows to determine the cause and treatment of the illness, 
which sacrifice must be made and which medicinal plants should be used. A 
usual sacrifice is a goat and two chickens. Once the patient is healed and 
returns to their village, a sheep must also be sacrificed. If money is a problem 
and the patient’s family cannot buy a goat, Musa will use the sand to transform 
the goat into a chicken. The goat and the chicken embody the illness and when 
they are offered as a sacrifice, the evil that caused the illness will be undone. 
Sand divination is used to determine the cause and treatment of illness, but also 
to foretell the future, determine the culprit of a crime or the cause of social 
problems (see also Jansen 2009, 2011).

When asked which illnesses they can cure, the somaw were confident they 
could cure most illnesses, including malaria and infertility in particular. On the 
other hand, they were adamant that they could not cure HIV/AIDS, epilepsy or 
mental illness. The somaw treat mostly adults; children are more often treated 

28 Bailleul (2000) translates  as a symptom: convulsions caused by infections such as 
malaria or tetanus and attributed to an evil-doing bird. However, my respondents spoke of  as 
an illness; this was unusual because normally they spoke in terms of symptoms.

29 See Jansen (2009, 2011) on somaw in Farabako.
30 See Camara (2011) for a description of the origins and present-day meanings given to hunters.
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by the . The somaw I spoke with had difficulty answering my 
questions about causes and symptoms of illness. Questions about causes usu-
ally provoked answers about symptoms and questions about symptoms yielded 
answers such as; ‘because of my training and expertise I recognize the illness.’

Somaw spoke of ‘natural illnesses’, such as a backache, which can be 
treated with traditional medicine made from plants and bark. In such illnesses, 
natural forces are unleashed due to an imbalance of, for example, hot and cold. 
This imbalance can be either within the body or in the social arena, which 
roughly corresponds to Foster’s (1976) concept of naturalistic aetiology. In 
Farabako, behaving badly towards another person is seen as a cause of illness; 
to be cured, the patient must apologize.

Somaw also spoke of illnesses in which the sick person was a victim, when 
the object of aggression or punishment was directed only at them. This corre-
sponds to Foster’s category of personalistic aetiology. Such illnesses are caused 
by the intervention of an animate force (sensate agent). This force can be a 

Soma Musa Kante with ceremonial spear and headdress with power objects
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human (a witch or sorcerer) or a non-human agent ( ).31 For example, a 
person can become ill by walking where a serpent-  has just been. In these 
cases, making a sacrifice is the cure. A person can also become ill due to boni
korote (‘magical poison throwing’). This illness is caused by a ’s curse or 
by a person doing evil. This illness is manifested by psychological symptoms 
or physical symptoms such as wounds, swelling or blindness. Exorcism is the 
cure.

The causes of illness are not simultaneously seen as causes of death. Death 
is not caused by illness; God causes death. One can become ill from natural 
causes but one dies because it is God’s will. As the soma Musa Kante put it: ‘If 
it is your last day, then you will die.’

Traditional medicine is made of plants and tree leaves, roots and bark. The 
soma’s apprentices collect these. They are pound into a powder or boiled in 
water. There are distinct medicines for each illness and these medicines have a 
specific dosage (sometimes measured using half a peanut shell). If the treat-
ment does not work, after a time, the soma will consult the sand again and if 
necessary change the treatment. The somaw told me that treatment with tradi-
tional medicine could take a long time and involve the use of a wide variety of 
plants and trees.

Because of their training, knowledge of illness and plants and initiation in 
metaphysical knowledge, the somaw are able to treat supernatural illnesses 
with natural medicine. They have medicines to protect people from disease, 

 in the bush and also to protect against boni koroté (see Jansen 2011). 
Musa Kante explained that the somaw can recognize and cure boni korote
because they can also cause it. The somaw can curse people, and even kill 
people by ‘giving that person’s name to their basi’. If a man buys a certain kind 
of basi from a soma, he can harm others with it. Women cannot do this them-
selves; ‘they must pay men to do evil for them’. Musa Kante prefers not to sell 
basiw to men from Farabako to avoid problems.

The somaw recognize the power of words, as the  do, and this 
is evident in their use of incantations. Somaw, like , use incanta-
tions when preparing a tafo, the cord worn around the waist, used by pregnant 
women to ward off abdominal pain. Incantations are also used by the somaw
when preparing traditional medicine to speed up a delivery (jimakuma).
Although, I must say that I find the incantations used by the soma Namagan 
Kante to be slightly less poetic than those used by the .

If, by accident, this incantation is said when a pregnant woman is not in 
labour she will start having contractions and may miscarry.

31 Imperato (1977), in his study of the Bambara, makes a distinction between conscious human 
agents (sorcerers) and unconscious human agents (witches). He also makes a distinction between 
jinn in a corporeal form such as a snake and jinn that possess a person. In Farabako witches were 
considered to be conscious of their acts. 
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Incantations used for jimakuma:
Tu bisimilayi Greetings to the fetish

The billy goat mounted the nanny goat
O jiginna She who has delivered 

The bull mounted the cow 
O jiginna She who has delivered

The rooster mounted the chicken
O jiginna She who has delivered 

The ram mounted the sheep 
O jiginna She who has delivered
Karsa (togo) o jiginna (the name of the woman) has delivered

The somaw also make amulets for children to bring luck and protect them from 
illness or bad spirits. These amulets are called  (lit. writing). Signs, the 
same as those used during sand divination are written on paper. These papers, 
together with plants, are wrapped in a small piece of animal skin that is tied 
around the child’s neck, wrist or waist.

Although the somaw make amulets to protect children, it is the older women 
in the village who treat children when they are ill. One young mother told me:

People do not normally consult the somaw when their children are ill; most 
go to the . You go to the somaw when someone wants to do 
you harm. It does not happen often that someone wants to harm a small 

Herbalists: In the name of Allah
Herbalists (furatigiw) are men, often of a younger generation, who possess 
medicinal knowledge, and who are not somaw or . They do not (openly) 
make use of power objects (basiw) in their treatments. They do openly profess 
their Muslim faith.

In November 2009, I accompanied the herbalist Fawulen Keita when he 
went to look for medicinal plants in the bush. Along the way, he explained to 
me that he uses the leaves of the  tree in his treatment for mimi (an illness 
of the throat). Fawulen says incantations (kilisiw) over the leaves and then 
boils them in water. The patient must then inhale the steam from this concoc-
tion. A man from another village sold this knowledge to Fawulen in exchange 
for a goat.
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Incantations for mimi
Tu bisimilaye Greetings to the fetish

A male sorcerer’s evil will go with the wind
Sumusolu fifa A female sorcerer’s evil will go with the wind
Ne ko Allah I say God
Ne ko Alakira I say His Prophet 

Fawulen explained that he can only treat people who are ill with the help of 
God, and only if he shows respect to God. As we walked further, Fawulen 
showed me the root of the binbiligele32 tree and the leaves of the female 
jamagara tree that he uses to treat dysentery and abdominal pain. He acquired 
this knowledge from a stranger who gave it to him as thanks for his hospitality. 
We didn’t have to walk far before Fawulen pointed out a kuntaninobo, which 
is a climbing plant used to treat the childhood illness of . Fawulen acquired 
this knowledge from a man from another village who had successfully treated 
a child with  when visiting Farabako. Fawulen had paid the man a goat for 
this knowledge.

House protected against evil
Forest protected against evil
Birds protected against evil
Wild animals protected against evil 

Ne ko fifa I say (this evil will) go with the wind
O ka taa wula la This wind must go in the bush (and let the 

house alone)

In this incantation, Fawulen tells me he is asking respect of the house, forest, 
birds and animals.33 He continues to show me other plants and explains that his 
mother and brother had also given him knowledge of certain plants and meth-
ods of treatment (for free). When I asked if Fawulen had incantations for 
malaria (sumaya), he said no, only plants. He explained that some plants need 
incantations to be effective and other plants are effective without incantations.

Biomedical health care
Until 2004, there were no biomedical health facilities in the Sobara region. The 
closest health facility for prenatal care was in Siby, a small town 70 kilometres 
from Farabako. Now there are two health clinics staffed with a doctor and a 

32 I was able to corroborate the spelling of some, but not all of the names of plants and trees.
33 Translation by Abdulaye Traore.
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midwife, one in the village of Sandama and one in Nioumamakana. Both clin-
ics are twenty kilometres away; it takes at least one hour by motorcycle over 
rough terrain, crossing several river beddings, to get there. This is only possible 
in the dry season, since during the rainy season the rivers are impassable. Not 
all families own a motorcycle or have the money to pay for petrol. Money for 
petrol (esansiwari) costs between 500 and 1,000 FCFA (0.75-1.5 euros) per 
litre; this is more than most men’s average daily wage. A sotrama (the almost 
always dilapidated green mini buses that are seen all over Mali) used to stop in 
Farabako on Mondays only, but they stopped coming in 2006 because of the 
bad roads. It takes a day (or two if they have to walk) for a woman to go to a 
health clinic for a prenatal check-up or for a consultation for a sick child. This 
is time that most women cannot be away from home.

If people do manage to make it to a health clinic, they cannot be sure that 
they will find the only doctor on staff in residence. If he is in residence, the 
doctor has limited capacities for treating sick children and obstetrical compli-
cations. The cost of a consultation and the medication prescribed by the doctor 
is often prohibitive. The pharmacy is not always well stocked. For blood trans-
fusions, instrumental delivery and caesarean section a referral to the capital 
Bamako is necessary, fifty kilometres away from Siby. There is no ambulance 
service in the Sobara.

In February 2007, the maternity clinic opened its doors. There were two 
midwives working in the clinic doing antenatal consultations and delivering 

Herbalist Fawulen Keita gathering medicinal plants
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babies, and a young man with knowledge of Western medicine working in the 
clinic’s small pharmacy.

Travelling drug salesmen sell their ware in surrounding villages on market 
days and they occasionally visit Farabako. They sell (dubious) Western medi-
cine; it is not clear if the medicine is real or fake. I have seen drug sellers sell 
Nivaquine® as a treatment for malaria, while mosquitoes in the region are said 
to be resistant to Nivaquine®. They also sell painkillers and amphetamines as 
medicine for ‘fatigue’, which many young men working in the field or gold-
mines are eager to buy. Drug sellers are popular. This is true despite the fact 
that villagers realise that their ware is not always to be trusted, because their 
prices are well below a pharmacy’s prices, and people can buy one or two 
tablets at a time, rather than a whole course of treatment.

Social change: Health as an individual responsibility
Medical treatment provided by the , somaw, and furatigi is 
always given for free. If a patient recovers, he or she may give a gift (for 
example, a chicken) to the healer as thanks. Recently biomedical treatment has 
become available to the villagers of Farabako, but money is needed to access 
it. As we have seen in the previous chapter, social change, in the form of par-
ticipation in the money economy, has been problematic in Farabako due to 
extreme poverty.

In the past, the head of the extended family (dutigi) was formally responsi-
ble for the health of his family. If a child was ill, the mother would tell the 
dutigi and he would arrange for the necessary means (financial or otherwise) 
for treatment. Until his death in 2009, Bala Kante was the dutigi of the Kante 
family, one of the two largest families in Farabako. Bala was a soma; he was 
known for his knowledge of children’s illnesses. Bala was seventy-eight and 
bedridden at the time of my interview with him. I asked Bala how health care 
in Farabako had changed over the years.34 He told me that in the past, everyone 
had knowledge of traditional medicine for all common illnesses. Now they do 
not. The head of the family (dutigi) used to be responsible for the family’s 
health, and people would tell him if a child was ill. Bala often did divinations 
to see what he should sacrifice for the good health of the family. In the past, all 
family members gave the head of the family money and he used this for all 
problems, marriages, funerals and illness. According to Bala, this began to 
change in the 1960s, when materialism and individualization became more 
prominent in Farabako. People started wanting things for themselves and there 

34 Bala was used to talking in this vein (see Jansen and Diarra 2006). His stories were quite 
easy to follow and temporally in line with my linear idea of time. His style of narration was pos-
sibly influenced by his stay in Bamako in the 1950s and 1960s. After this interview, Bala did a 
divination for me (without my asking). Instead of using sand, Bala made marks on paper. This 
paper was folded into a small wad that was then covered in leather. Bala told me that this amulet 
would protect me against betrayal. Sadly, Bala died only a month later.
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was diversification of work. From this time on, people no longer worked 
exclusively in the fields. People no longer had the same goals and no one 
wanted to work collectively anymore. Bala went on to say:

Now, the father is responsible if the child becomes ill, then the mother, then 
the father’s brother. People have less confidence in traditional medicine 
than they used to and this knowledge is getting lost. Everyone now wants to 
go to the pharmacy and this costs money. The head of the [extended] family 
can no longer arrange this. In the past, it happened that three years would 
go by without a child dying. (Bala Kante, 78 yrs, December 2009)

Means and medical knowledge have become less centralized now, in the con-
text of individualization and extreme poverty; the dutigi no longer makes all 
medical decisions. Currently, every household looks out for itself, but, not 
every household has the money or (biomedical) knowledge of children’s dis-
eases necessary to take (biomedically) adequate action when a child is ill.

Conclusion
The , somaw and herbalists all have extensive knowledge of 
medicinal plants, and all affirm the importance of the power of words in the 
treatment of illnesses. While the  rely mainly on the power of 
words in their incantations, the somaw and the herbalists also call in the help 
of a fetish and Allah, respectively. Each type of healer has his or her speciali-
ties. The  are specialised in attending births and treating young 
children. The somaw are specialised in sand divinations and treatment of ill-
nesses caused by social problems and the supernatural. And the herbalists are 
specialised in treatments for specific illnesses. The medical knowledge of 
these different types of healers, however, is not standardised, it is personal and 
individual.

Biomedical care was difficult to access before the opening of the maternity 
clinic. The health care situation is changing in Farabako; biomedical care is 
now available in the village and health is no longer seen as a collective respon-
sibility, but more as an individual enterprise. Pregnant women and mothers 
must manoeuvre in this context of medical pluralism and social change when 
seeking health care for themselves and their children.




